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Customer Service  
From the initial telephone discussion to find out about your equine to determining their journey 

and progression it all starts with a phone call and the right questions to establish the right 

match. 

Arrival 
So once you have decided to send your horse or 

pony to be produced for sale or your own journey .Or 

perhaps even for film /tv .That was an important 

decision to trust us with your valued investment.We 

then spend a week just getting to know what your 

equine really likes .What routine they suit .How they 

are to handle and of course start groundwork ,lunge 

and then their education beyond that . 

Week Two 

Once settled and we are starting to form a bond of 

trust we can start to establish a training programme 

that reaches the goals you want .We like to be realistic and set achievable standards that make 

a difference.We have a plan and that is around the needs of an individual animal and redirecting 
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them to a long term purpose.This we can only ascertain as training continues .It is not 

possible to predict as every animal responds different to training .Do we need to undo wrong 

training before we start or are we working with a blank canvas that is just a bit green .How do 

they take to a new routine and persistent training especially if they have been in a field 

munching on grass .The fact is exercise is always good for their health mentally and physically 

long term.Laziness is not to be encouraged but we also have to build fitness steadily and work 

with the right surfaces too.We need the right vets and farriers to make sure they are fit for work 

.The right feed to maintain weight control and general wellbeing .The right different 

environments to test their adaptation to different surroundings before they leave the yard and 

embark on a new journey. 

School work 
So we like to make sure that the horse or pony is bonding through grooming and we know them 

on the ground well before we trust them enough to get in the saddle .We like to lunge to see 

their balance and response to voice commands .Their ability to understand pace and balance 

together with when to stop when asked and stand .Important .We need to make sure the tack is 

well fitting even when lunged .We do not want a saddle bouncing or a bit harshly damaging the 

mouth through heavy handed behaviour .Teeth can hurt and are permanent psychological 

damage .So is ill fitting tack .Sore is sore .When you place a rider they need to be the right 

weight and have the right balance so they do not damage the horse’s back .Any injury would fail 

a vetting and that is why correct schooling is essential to pass a vet . 

Hacking 
So whilst schooling teaches the horse balance and respect for the rider .How to perform on 

each rein in walk ,trot and canter .How to stop .How to make a circle and bend and make pace 

transitions .All essential for any purpose .Now we must take the horse outside of the comfort 

zone of an enclosed arena off the sand and into the unknown of the big wide world .This will 

mean introducing to traffic of all kinds at all paces .This will mean encountering other road 

users some of which are not considerate .So we would encourage introducing on a quiet road 

first. 
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Then it means taking them down a bridleway or into an open field .Rule never canter the 

same place or home .You do not want a bolter who predicts the way home and takes you with 

zero respect.Talking is paramount in this ...talking builds confidence in unexpected 

situations.No hack will be the same .Horses have eyes in the side of their face and not behind 

them .Their hearing is louder and what may seem quiet and normal to you .Is a monster to the 

horse you had in the field surrounded by hedging. 

 

Jumping  

Well whether you like dressage or whether you want to show jump .Most horses would jump a 

log on a hack .A cross pole in a sand school .Trotting poles to learn pacing and balance .If you 

wish to progress then they need to have good natural paces and balance gained in schooling to 

make a good shape and feel confident over a jump.Remember how we place poles needs to 

differ for the length of stride of a horse or pony .All differ whether it be a 12.2hh or 18hh and 

depends on their confidence .Do not push them .Build confidence gradually .A horse in fear will 

overjump and unseat the rider because they are not correctly trained with placing poles to start 

with. A ground coach will be there to place poles and check the rider is doing the right thing .The 

last thing a horse needs is an unbalanced rider and a jab in the mouth.It will put them off .Never 

mind a heavy landing that hurts their back if the saddle does not fit correctly . 

 

Anyone can try and sell you a horse .But it is how much they know about training will be what 

you are buying .Any damage done can take years to overcome or worse cost a lot of money in 

vet bills to put right. 

Your horse is an expensive investment...make sure they are looked after by someone who cares 

for their wellbeing and you as a customer .Whether for a month or ten years .They need to make 

sure you avoid unnecessary costs .We need to add value . 

We offer 

Groundwork to Youngster Handling and Conditioning to Backing and Breaking 
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Socialising /training basic paces through acclimatising to different challenges in hacking 

/competition and handling 

Training to music  

Representing new brands and useful sustainable products to help owners save or make money 

We work only on an ethical ,honest basis of individual care and attention making sure our 

equines have the right homes . 

We maintain long term relationships and loyalty rewards and engaging activities unique to our 

customers including events /films etc  

We can help with weddings and dating too 

We work with all ages  

We work with our own clients and inspire only positivity not competition. 

 

We believe that the horse will be your best friend and most honest teacher in life . 

They will be the foundation of your strengths and personal growth in tackling life’s challenges  

“Once horses are in your heart they never leave “ 

Because everyone needs a lucky horse …. 

https://halvanna-stud.webnode.co.uk 

 


